Mears Ashby C of E Primary: Oaks Class: Take Home Tasks
Maths
Population means the number of
people living in a country. Choose 8
different countries from in the
Southern Hemisphere (eg: Brazil,
Chile, South Africa, Madagascar and
Australia) and find out their
population (eg: 5 million people).
Present this using a pie chart.

English
Choose a country from the southern
hemisphere and make an exciting
booklet/brochure to persuade people to visit
that country on holiday. Make sure you
include key sections such as how to get
there, a simple map, place to visit, the type
of food as well as a contents and glossary
section.

ICT
Aboriginal Australians use a set of
stories called ‘Dreamtime’ stories to
explain the origin of life and the
world. Use your choice of ICT
software to recreate a
version/retelling of one of these
stories. This could be a piece of
digital art, a power point
presentation, a vlog retelling by
yourself or a video with music
created by yourself. Make this as
memorable as possible!

D+T
To start our theme, we are planning a
voyage across the Southern Hemisphere.
What transport would you use if you did
this? This could be a boat, aeroplane,
hovercraft or anything else that would
transport you between continents! First plan
out what your vehicle will look like with a
labelled diagram of your vehicle or then
make a model of this vehicle using junk
modelling. Include a short explanation of
how your vehicle works. When it is
complete, evaluate your creation. What
worked well? What would you improve?
PE
The Maori people in New Zealand use the
Haka dance. Watch here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huEWa
GYaJn4 Come up with your own Haka
Dance Routine in this style with at least 8
parts, writing down steps and instructions
for it then if possible record either a video or
take photos of you performing it.
Also research the history of the Haka: why
do they do it? How old is the dance?

RE
Christ the Redeemer is one of only
two of the new 7 wonders of the
world that lies south of the Equator.
Sketch/recreate an image of this
religious monument and then
research its geography and history.
Which country and city is it in? Who
made it, when and why?

Year 6

Autumn 2018

Science
Choose a habitat that is in the Southern
Hemisphere. This could be the Amazon
rainforest, Australian grassland or the
Antarctic. Choose 2 animals and describe
how they have evolved and adapted in more
than one way to survive in this environment
(eg: Polar bears have a layer of blubber to
help them keep warm). Include a labelled
diagram.
Music
There are hundreds of different musical
styles and instruments across the southern
hemisphere. Choose two of the cajon, the
djembe or the digeridoo to compare to each
other, including drawings or photos and
information such as which country they
originate from. Also find a piece of music
which uses one of these instruments and
write a short review of it.

History
Who was the famous British explorer who
first travelled to Australia and New Zealand?
Research and create a fact file about them.
This must include their name, when they
lived, how many times they travelled to
Australia and more facts of your own!
Who are the aboriginal people of Australia?
Research 5 facts about these people. Think
about how they may have felt when western
settlers came to colonise Australia – would
they have been happy about this?

South of the Equator
Art
Jungles and rainforest are full of
beautiful plants and animals. One
artist who was inspired by the jungle
was Henri Rousseau. Choose a piece
of artwork of his to recreate yourself.
This could be via sketching, painting
or collage – be creative! Then write a
short biography about Rousseau.
Geography
The three most populated continents
located South of the Equator are
South America, Africa and Australia.
Choose one of these to draw a map
of. Label all of the countries on the
continent, capital cities and oceans
(eg: pacific/Atlantic) next to them.
Then choose three major landmarks
(eg: rivers, mountains, rainforests and
also mark these on to your map.

MFL
Different languages, such as English,
French and Portuguese are used in
countries all over the world. Choose 8
countries in the Southern Hemisphere
and find out what language they use.
Then choose 3 words related to our
theme (eg: animal names etc) and
find the translation for them in each of
the languages you have listed.

The tasks can be completed in any order but must all be done by the end of this term. Hand in 1 piece of work every week on a Tuesday.
Colour in the task when it is completed.
Homework also includes times tables, reading 3 times a week and weekly spellings. If your homework is not contained in your homework
book, hand the book in with a quick explanation of what you have done.
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Maths
Population means the number of
people living in a country. Choose 8
different countries from in the
Southern Hemisphere (eg: Brazil,
Chile, South Africa, Madagascar and
Australia) and find out their population
(eg: 5 million people). Present this
using a bar chart.

English
Choose a country from the southern hemisphere
and make an exciting booklet/brochure to
persuade people to visit that country on holiday.
Make sure to have several sections about different
aspects of the country (eg: food, places to visit, the
language and how to get there).

ICT
Aboriginal Australians use a set of
stories called ‘Dreamtime’ stories to
explain the origin of life and the world.
Use your choice of ICT software to
recreate a version/retelling of one of
these stories. This could be a piece of
digital art, a power point presentation,
a vlog retelling by yourself or a video
with music created by yourself. Make
this as memorable as possible!
RE
Christ the Redeemer is one of only
two of the new 7 wonders of the world
that lies south of the Equator.
Sketch/recreate an image of this
religious monument and then research
its history. Who made it, when and
why?

D+T
To start our theme, we are planning a voyage
across the Southern Hemisphere. What transport
would you use if you did this? This could be a
boat, aeroplane, hovercraft or anything else that
would transport you between continents! First plan
out what your vehicle will look like with a labelled
diagram of your vehicle or then make a model of
this vehicle using junk modelling. Include a short
explanation of how your vehicle works.
PE
The Maori people in New Zealand use the Haka
dance. Watch here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huEWaGYaJn4
Come up with your own Haka Dance Routine in
this style with at least 5 parts, writing down steps
and instructions for it then if possible record either
a video or take photos of you performing it.
Also research the history of the Haka: why do they
do it? How old is the dance?
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South of the Equator

Science
Choose a habitat that is in the
Southern Hemisphere. This could be
the Amazon rainforest, Australian
grassland or the Antarctic. Choose 2
animals and describe how they have
evolved and adapted in more than
one way to survive in this environment
(eg: Polar bears have a layer of
blubber to help them keep warm.)
Music
There are hundreds of different
musical styles and instruments across
the southern hemisphere. Choose two
of the cajon, the djembe or the
digeridoo to compare to each other,
including drawings or photos and
information such as which country
they originate from.

Art
Jungles and rainforest are full of
beautiful plants and animals. One
artist who was inspired by the jungle
was Henri Rousseau. Choose a piece
of artwork of his to recreate yourself.
This could be via sketching, painting
or collage – be creative!

History
Who was the famous British explorer
who first travelled to Australia and
New Zealand? Research and create a
fact file about them. This must include
their name, when they lived, how
many times they travelled to Australia
and more facts of your own!

MFL
Different languages, such as English,
French and Portuguese are used in
countries all over the world. Choose 5
countries in the Southern Hemisphere
and find out what language they use.
Then choose 3 words related to our
theme (eg: animal names etc) and find
the translation for them in each of the
languages you have listed.

Who are the aboriginal people of
Australia? Research 5 facts about
these people.

Geography
The three most populated continents
located South of the Equator are
South America, Africa and Australia.
Choose one of these to draw a map
of. Label all of the countries on the
continent, capital cities and oceans
(eg: pacific/Atlantic) next to them.

The tasks can be completed in any order but must all be done by the end of this term. Hand in 1 piece of work every week on a Tuesday.
Colour in the task when it is completed.
Homework also includes times tables, reading 3 times a week and weekly spellings (given out on a Wednesday to be tested on Wednesday).
If your homework is not contained in your homework book, hand the book in with a quick explanation of what you have done.
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Maths
Population means the number of
people living in a country. Choose 5
different countries from in the
Southern Hemisphere (eg: Brazil,
Chile, South Africa, Madagascar and
Australia) and find out their
population (eg: 5 million people).
Present this using an eye catching
table, graph or chart.

English
Choose a country from the southern hemisphere
and make an exciting poster to persuade people
to visit that country on holiday. Make sure you
include at least 6 facts about the country (eg:
name of the capital, what the weather is like,
famous landmarks) as well as eye catching
pictures/titles!

Art
The Amazon rainforest is full of
beautiful plants and animals. Create a
piece of art which shows the beauty
of the rainforest. This could be a
sketch copied from a photo, a
painting or a collage of different
images combined together.

ICT
Aboriginal Australians use a set of
stories called ‘Dreamtime’ stories to
explain the origin of life and the
world. Make a power point
presentation to retell one of these
stories. Make sure you include
exciting features such as transitions,
animations and sound effects or
hyperlinks to keep the audience
interested.
RE
Christ the Redeemer is one of only
two of the new 7 wonders of the
world that lies south of the Equator.
Sketch/recreate an image of this
religious monument. Also find out
which country and city it is in.

D+T
To start our theme, we are planning a voyage
across the Southern Hemisphere. What transport
would you use if you did this? This could be a
boat, aeroplane, hovercraft or anything else that
would transport you between continents! You can
create a labelled diagram of your vehicle or
alternatively make a model of this vehicle using
junk modelling. Include a short explanation of
how your vehicle works.

Science
Choose a habitat that is in the
Southern Hemisphere. This could be
the Amazon rainforest, Australian
grassland or a swamp in Madagascar.
Make a diagram of one food chain for
some of the living things in this
habitats, starting with producers
(plants) up to the top predator. Your
food chain should contain at least 4
living things. Label whether animal is a
herbivore, omnivore or carnivore.
Music
There are hundreds of different
musical styles and instruments across
the southern hemisphere. Choose two
of the cajon, the djembe or the
digeridoo to draw a detailed picture of
and record some facts about.

History
Who was the famous British explorer
who first travelled to Australia and New
Zealand? Research and create a fact
file about them. This must include their
name, when they lived, how many
times they travelled to Australia and
more facts of your own!

MFL
Different languages, such as English,
French and Portuguese are used in
countries all over the world. Choose 8
countries in the Southern Hemisphere
and find out what language they use.

PE
The Maori people in New Zealand use the Haka
dance. Watch here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huEWaGYaJ
n4 Come up with your own Haka Dance Routine
in this style with at least 8 parts, writing down
steps and instructions for it then if possible
record either a video or take photos of you
performing it.
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South of the Equator

Geography
The three most populated continents
located South of the Equator are
South America, Africa and Australia.
Choose one of these to draw a map
of. Label all of the countries on the
continent, capital cities and oceans
(eg: pacific/Atlantic) next to them.

The tasks can be completed in any order but must all be done by the end of this term. Hand in 1 piece of work every week on a Tuesday.
Colour in the task when it is completed.
Homework also includes times tables rock stars, reading 3 times a week and weekly spellings (given out on a Wednesday to be tested on
Wednesday). If your homework is not contained in your homework book, hand the book in with a quick explanation of what you have
done.

